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Abstract
This report is a preliminary attempt to plot the Rockefeller Foundation’s
connections to resource internationalism into a global history of interwar political
economy. The Foundation channeled funds to think tanks, international
organizations, and resource internationalists to help devise a peaceable solution
to the raw materials problem. Here, I focus on the Council on Foreign Relations
(CFR) and a group of economic geologists studying how mineral interdependence
influenced international relations. One important outcome of the Rockefeller
Foundation-CFR collaboration was the Mineral Inquiry of 1931-33, which had
lasting effects on US resource policies.
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“More than Pawns in the Game of War”:
The Rockefeller Foundation, Council for
Foreign Relations, and Interwar Mineral
Internationalism1
by Rob Konkel

Introduction
This report is a preliminary result of research conducted at the Rockefeller
Archive Center (RAC), as part of my ongoing dissertation research. My
dissertation, Building Blocs: Raw Materials and the Global Economy in the Age
of Disequilibrium, charts a global history of interwar political economy through
the lens of strategic raw materials—especially metallic minerals needed to make
steel, like manganese and tungsten. There were no substitutes for either tungsten
or manganese, but both were vital to the foundations of national security and
prosperity—military and steel production. The problem, for industrialists and
state officials alike, was that none of the industrialized powers possessed adequate
domestic deposits. They depended completely on imports from faraway places.
The structural condition of mineral interdependence, Building Blocs argues,
helped drive the creation of hostile trading blocs between the World Wars, while
shaping the form and structure of postwar spheres of influence and international
institutions. I examine the political economy and geopolitics of tungsten and
manganese, and how businesses and states navigated resource interdependence
during a time of uncertainty, disequilibrium, and deglobalization.
The Rockefeller Foundation’s interwar work to promote public health, the social
sciences, or US cultural diplomacy is well-known, but I am interested in its
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connections to interwar resource internationalism. My findings at the RAC show
how the Foundation actively funded the efforts of resource internationalists to
devise a peaceable solution to the raw materials problem. The RAC’s holdings
helped me trace how funding was channeled to think tanks and international
institutions which directed attention to the rivalries, anxieties, and conflicts
engendered by uneven resource distribution and access. Here, I focus on the
Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), which from its beginnings had a keen
interest in how raw materials—and especially mineral resources—could influence
international relations. The Rockefeller Foundation funded the CFR from its
earliest days, providing a cadre of economists and geologists with resources to
promote an internationalist solution to the raw materials problem.2

The Raw Materials Problem and Interwar Resource
Interdependence
The crux of the interwar raw materials problem was that raw materials were
unevenly distributed—some countries were relatively rich in them, others were
relatively poor. Thus, the world was divided into “have” and “have-not”
countries.3 The “haves” included those with colonial or mandatory territories and
attendant access to markets and raw materials. The “have-nots” were those either
without colonial territories or those perceived to be lacking in raw materials, and
generally referred to Japan, Germany, and Italy. On the one hand, “have-nots”
insisted that they needed colonies not only for resources, but as markets for their
manufactured goods and outlets for excess population. On the other hand,
internationalists of various stripes saw the problem in terms of trade and
exchange restrictions—liberalized multilateralism and the Open Door, they
suggested, could solve the problem of raw materials.
The raw materials problem was everywhere between the wars. The international
press gave ample coverage to conferences and studies related to raw materials,
and to the increasing bellicosity of countries decrying the injustice and injury
caused by uneven resource distribution. International organizations, government
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bureaucracies, and networks of geologists and economists spent considerable
time, money, and effort studying the issue and exploring solutions. The League of
Nations, for example, had been dealing with the issue of raw materials since its
founding. At Versailles, there were hopes of subjecting raw materials to
supranational control.4 The Italian draft for the League of Nations covenant, for
example, pointed to the necessity for international control over foodstuffs and raw
materials such that every country could secure what was necessary.5 The Italians
also brought up the question at the League’s first Assembly—after all, imperial
competition over raw materials was, the delegate argued, one cause of the war. 6
In response to a League Council resolution in October 1920, Italian economist
Corrado Gini led a team of experts to tackle the raw materials problem, to
understand the extent and causes of the problems countries were having
importing raw materials. In Gini’s opinion, most of the difficulties for countries
in obtaining raw materials stemmed from the post-war disequilibrium and
exchange rate fluctuation. 7 Meanwhile, the committees of economic experts
clustered around the League’s Economic and Financial Organization championed
multilateralism, the standardization of things like statistics and customs
formalities, and the abolition of barriers to trade. 8 Any time the issue of raw
materials was raised at a League-sponsored conference, the recommendations
were predictable: restoration of monetary stability (through the gold standard),
dismantling tariffs and other barriers to trade, eliminating bilateral agreements,
extending the Open Door through colonial territories, and generally making trade
more free.9 To be sure, freer circulation of capital, goods, and labor were noble
pursuits, but League members had different interests and there was little appetite
for coordinated action.10
Interwar economic and geological experts recognized the dangers of resource
interdependence in a world of rising economic nationalism. How could states and
market actors manage economic disequilibrium, resource interdependence, and
bids at self-sufficiency? A wide array of strategies was proposed and debated:
liberalized trade; the extension of the Open Door; preferential trade agreements;
colonial redistribution; and schemes for international control over raw materials
based on the model of the Supreme Allied Council.11 Most states responded with
some form of intervention or protectionism, such as exchange controls, tariffs,
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quotas, and stockpiling. Other responses included Japan’s conquest of
Manchuria, Italy’s invasion of Abyssinia, and Germany’s relentless demands for
colonial territories.

The Council on Foreign Relations, Rockefeller
Foundation, and Mineral Interdependence
“The Great War put mineral resources ‘on the map’,” proclaimed Director of the
US Geological Survey George Otis Smith in early 1922. Smith was addressing a
crowd of CFR members at the Hotel Astor in Times Square, where the nascent
think tank had organized a conference to consider “Mineral Resources and their
Distribution as Affecting International Relations.”12 “Many people discovered the
importance of mineral resources,” continued Smith, “and on that account, being
myself one of those who was converted to the idea, we want all that enthusiasm of
first converts to our faith spread to other folks.”13 Spreading the gospel of mineral
interdependence became a cornerstone of the young CFR, which provided
funding and a platform for a cadre of like-minded evangelists to proselytize
through conferences, monographs, and the pages of Foreign Affairs. Minerals,
they argued, formed “the foundations of power.”14 The problem was the profound
mineral interdependence of nations. “Whether we call ourselves nationalists or
internationalists,” said Smith, “we cannot avoid the world view.” 15 The next
speaker was Josiah Spurr, president of the Mining and Metallurgical Society of
America, who articulated a single principle to guide mineral policy for the entire
world: “Any restrictions, national or international, which interfere with the
necessary searching of the earth are in principle undesirable.” 16 Next up was
Charles Leith. Leith was professor of geology at Wisconsin, advisor to Woodrow
Wilson at the Paris Peace Conference, and chair of the Mining and Metallurgical
Society Committee, which was formed to study postwar mineral policy. Leith went
even further than Spurr, affirming that “countries that possessed raw mineral
wealth, but could not use [it], had no right to tax unduly the industrial nations
which must have this raw material.”17
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The task for these internationalist economic geologists was figuring out how to
manage resource interdependence amid the disequilibria engendered by the war.
The unequal distribution of certain mineral resources around the world was
widely regarded as a latent source of conflict—and the First World War had not
resolved these tensions. The raw materials problem did, however, take on new
dimensions. Resources needed to be sharply diverted from wartime to peacetime
production, closed-off raw material sources could potentially be tapped once
more, and belligerents turned attention to the urgent task of reconstruction. But
the pre-war global trade and financial architecture were in shambles. Germany
was saddled with onerous reparations payments, Britain and France were heavily
indebted to the United States, and commodity prices plunged while trade
imbalances worsened. Trade was throttled as governments raised tariffs in an
attempt to raise revenue and stimulate domestic economies. Countries slowly
returned to a gold standard between 1922 and 1926, but there was little
coordination in how governments chose currency parities—some currencies, like
the British pound sterling, were overvalued, while others, like the French franc,
were undervalued.18 This had consequences for not only for competitiveness in
foreign trade and trade imbalances, but for how “have not” countries might access
minerals in foreign territories.
The CFR, from its early days, sponsored conferences, studies, and monographs
devoted to the problem of raw materials—especially minerals.19 Not only was its
first conference organized around these topics, the first of the CFR’s research
publications focused on the mineral industries of South America and the Far
East.20 The CFR co-sponsored the policy-oriented Mineral Inquiry in 1931, and
the pages of the its flagship publication, Foreign Affairs, were peppered with
articles on the economic geology and international political economy of minerals
and other raw materials. 21 And it wasn’t just the CFR—the proceedings of the
Institute of Pacific Relations, American Society of International Law, and
Chatham House (Royal Institute of International Affairs) were filled with
references to raw materials problems. Like the League of Nations, the
International Labor Organization and International Chamber of Commerce also
examined the problem of resource interdependence. Philanthropic organizations,
like the Rockefeller Foundation, Carnegie Endowment for Peace, and the World
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Peace Foundation supported research projects and conferences directed toward
the political problem of raw materials.22 Generally, the preferred solution was to
resuscitate ideas of free trade underpinned by the gold standard. 23 The old
concept of doux commerce was alive, well, and repurposed. But the vision of these
internationalists was often at odds with the reality they sought to transcend.
Leith had travelled to France as part of Woodrow Wilson’s team of advisors
negotiating the Treaty of Versailles.24 The lesson he drew from those experiences
framed the rest of his career, which he spent raising public awareness of resource
interdependence and the impossibility of autarky. “No country,” Leith argued
again and again, “is entirely self-sustaining in its mineral requirements.”25 But in
Paris, nation-statism dominated the proceedings—indeed, it nearly scuttled the
League of Nations when the United States refused to support the Treaty of
Versailles. Slicing imperial territories into political entities of singular nationality
would, the peacemakers argued, be the building blocks of peace. Leith had other
ideas. Indeed, he was dismayed as political entities were dismembered and
reconfigured along perceived racial, linguistic, historical, and geographic lines,
rather than industrial and commercial lines. “Needless loss and friction,” Leith
wrote, “might have been avoided if the distribution of raw materials and the
industries based upon them had been taken into account when the terms of peace
were settled.”26
Leith devoted himself to the problem of mineral interdependence. His proposals
ranged from the restoration of nineteenth-century laissez-faire commerce to
supranational control over the world’s scarce mineral resources. 27 Similarly in
Britain, several mineralogists set about examining the mineral resources of the
Empire, in the hope “of finding the Empire to be self-contained.”28 “It is absolutely
essential,” wrote Thomas Holland, “to be sure that we can get access to supplies
of the necessary ores.” But prior to the war, “who thought it necessary to provide
for the smelting of an inconspicuous metal like tungsten, either in Britain or in
British territory?”29 For Holland, Leith, and others, the lessons of the Great War
revolved around resource security. Thomas Holland urged Whitehall to
spearhead a comprehensive survey of the Dominions and the colonies to find out
what minerals might be at London’s disposal. Metal stockpiles would be needed
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for national security concerns, and to prevent speculation-fueled price inflation.30
These economic geologists had grasped the multidimensionality of “war
minerals,” which created a hydra-headed problem for policymakers: extraction
and metallurgy were one consideration; transport, trade, and finance were
another; and diplomacy, military strategy, and national security constituted a
third. But what would happen to war minerals when there was no war? Would
they become “peace minerals,” or would they remain latent ores of war?31
Funding from bodies like the Rockefeller Foundation breathed life into the
advocacy of economic geologists like Leith.

32

One of his favored policy

recommendations, though far-fetched, was to place strategic minerals under the
jurisdiction of some supra-national entity. The “internationalization” of minerals
was meant to protect weaker, “have-not” countries against those “better favored
by nature.” 33 At the very least, he argued, the world needed better resource
intelligence, more systematic geological surveying, and the Open Door extended
to countries wishing to trade, explore, or exploit foreign minerals. 34 Across the
ocean, Thomas Holland was exploring the logic of international trade in mineral
resources. The uneven distribution of these deposits had profound political and
economic implications. Mineral trade was international, but economic
nationalism was choking off cross-border flows. If rivalries over raw materials
were an underlying cause of war, then the trends of global commerce could
exacerbate the problem. In 1929, Holland delivered his presidential address to the
British Association in Johannesburg, where he and Jan Smuts arrived at the
concept of a “mineral sanction.” The idea was premised on the inability of any
country to obtain true industrial autarky, due to the far-flung, yet concentrated
nature of mineral resources. If the English-speaking countries of the world
withheld their mineral resources from a belligerent, or violator of the peace, then
the would-be aggressor would not be able to wage war. Not only would a mineral
sanction bypass the clunky and ineffective machinery of the League of Nations
Article 16 (economic sanctions), it would avoid the unseemliness of starving
innocent civilians through full-on economic sanctions.35 Article 16 was, Holland
wrote, an “ill equipped workshop that has no hammer available but a steam
hammer, which the mechanics are afraid to use.” 36 Indeed, Leith and Holland
were grounded in the reality of interwar geopolitics, fully alive to the problems of
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global resource interdependence in a world that was being ordered into blocs.

The Mineral Inquiry
Into

this

context—and

amid

global

depression—Leith

proposed

an

internationalist investigation into the problem of mineral distribution and access.
Chaired by Leith, the Mineral Inquiry brought economic geologists together to
consolidate “comprehensive information upon natural resource problems of the
world.”37 The purpose was to not only bring the raw materials problem to light,
but to demonstrate its bearing on public policy. The prolific Leith had recently
published World Minerals and World Politics, in which he argued for a new
perspective on mineral resources. The First World War had not only accelerated
the consumption of steel-making ores, but also marked the first effort to take
stock of mineral resources from a global perspective. 38 This work needed to
continue. To these ends, Leith tapped representatives from the CFR, the Institute
of Pacific Relations, the Brookings Institutions, and geological experts affiliated
with the US Bureau of Mines, the Mining and Metallurgical Society of America,
and the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers.39 The Inquiry
examined questions related to political and commercial control of mineral
sources, international movement of ores, closed-door versus open-door
commercial measures, tariff policies, concessions, taxes and freight rates,
conservation, nationalization, economic nationalism, the effect of mineral
competition on peace, the effect of war on mineral competition, and the
possibilities of framing a coordinated mineral policy for the United States.40
The Rockefeller Foundation funded the Mineral Inquiry with $15,000—over
$250,000 in today’s dollars. 41 The Inquiry organized conferences, circulated
papers, and ultimately published Elements of a National Mineral Policy and The
Nationality of Commercial Control of World Minerals, both in 1933. The latter
was an attempt to enumerate the world’s strategic mineral resources according to
commercial, rather than territorial, control. The former advocated gradual
adoption of the Open Door, reciprocal reduction of trade barriers, and the use of
mineral resources to pay international debts. These were internationalist,
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pacifying proposals. But the Inquiry also encouraged the US government to
accumulate stocks of strategic minerals for national defense purposes.42
The intractable questions of free trade versus protectionism and geopolitics
versus internationalist cooperation circled the work of the Mineral Inquiry. The
years 1931-1933 were, of course, an inauspicious time to be carrying out this work.
Many members of the Inquiry felt that it was not able to adequately function.43
Tariff barriers were built up, not dismantled, including the infamous SmootHawley Tariff of 1930 and the promulgation of Imperial Preference at the Ottawa
Conference of 1932. Bids at autarkic autonomy were radicalized in Japan, Italy,
and Germany. 44 Leith could not escape the fundamental problem of resource
interdependence. Surely, he believed, the territorial concentrations of key
industrial minerals like tungsten, manganese, and chrome would push the world
toward commercial and industrial cooperation, which would require the
dismantling of political barriers.
interdependence

prompted

45

But instead of cooperation, resource

economic

nationalism.

Resisting

calls

for

internationalist cooperation in the realm of raw materials entangled business and
state interests pushed alternative solutions. Cooperation disintegrated, and the
world splintered into hostile trading blocs.

Conclusions
The work of the Mineral Inquiry—and the network of economic geologists
clustered around it—found some influence in the Roosevelt administration. CFR
members, many of whom had been active in the work of the Mineral Inquiry—like
Isaiah Bowman and Herbert Feis—helped shape US commercial policy in the New
Deal era. Leith, too, enjoyed newfound access to government channels. 46 “The
ideas we are now working on in Washington,” Leith reported, “have evolved more
or less directly out of the efforts of [the Mineral Inquiry] in New York.” Roosevelt
had appointed a Planning Committee for Mineral Policy, of which Secretary of the
Interior Harold Ickes was chair. Leith was the vice-chair. The same committee
also served as the Mineral Section of the National Resources Board. Ickes was no
mineralogist—Leith carried the load.47
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To be sure, the Rockefeller Foundation and CFR are better known for their
collaboration in the War and Peace Studies during the Second World War than
for their work on mineral interdependence through the 1920s and 1930s. But this
spadework, and the interwar experiences of economic nationalism and bids at
autarky, can help us understand how and why the idea of a postwar “Grand Area”
and the notion of sustained US military supremacy gained currency among
postwar planners and policymakers. 48 The Rockefeller Foundation played an
important role in promoting the “scientific” study of international relations
between the wars. The money channeled to various think tanks and
internationalist endeavors turned the Foundation into an agent of new
internationalisms. 49 Indeed, the Rockefellers were internationalists in their
business and philanthropic outlooks. The world was interdependent, and
according to the Rockefeller worldview, prosperity depended on a secure peace
and liberalized trade policies.50 Although the RAC was a secondary archive for my
research, it has helped me connect dots among the worlds of philanthropy and
business on the one hand, and internationalism and geopolitics on the other.
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